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Abstract

for e > 0. The Ultrascalar II has gate delay @(log L + log n).
The wire delay is O(n), which is optimal for n = O(L). Thus, the
Ultrascalar II dominatesthe Ultrascalar I for n = O(L2), otherwise
the Ultrascalar I dominatesthe Ultrascalar II.
We introduce a hybrid ultrascalar that uses a two-level layout
scheme:Clusters of execution stations are layed out using the UltrascalarII mesh-of-treeslayout, and then the clustersareconnected
togetherusing the H-tree layout of the Ultrascalar I. For the hybrid
(in which n > L) the wire delay is @(a
+ M(n)), which is
optimal. For n 1 L the hybrid dominatesboth the UltrascalarI and
Ultrascalar II.
We also present an empirical comparison of the Ultrascalar I
and the hybrid, both layed out using the Magic VLSI editor. For a
processorthat has 32 32-bit registersand a simple integer ALU, the
hybrid requires about 11 times less area.

The poor scalability of existing superscalarprocessorshas been of
great concern to the computer engineering community. In particular, the critical-path lengths of many componentsin existing implementationsgrow as O(n’) where n is the fetch width, the issue
width, or the window size. This paper describestwo scalableprocessor architectures, the Ultrascalar I and the Ultrascalar II, and
comparestheir VLSI complexities (gatedelays, wire-length delays,
and area.) Both processorsare implemented by a large collection
of ALUs with controllers (together called execution stations) connectedtogether by a network of parallel-prefix tree circuits. A fattree network connects an interleaved cache to the execution stations. These networks provide the full functionality of superscalar
processorsincluding renaming, out-of-order execution, and speculative execution.
The differencebetweenthe processorsis in the mechanismused
to transmit register values from one execution station to another.
Both architectures use a parallel-prefix tree to communicate the
register values between the execution stations. The Ultrascalar I
transmits an entire copy of the register file to each station, and the
station chooseswhich register values it needsbasedon the instruction. The Ultrascalar I uses an H-tree layout. The Ultrascalar II
uses a mesh-of-treesand carefully sendsonly the register values
that will actually be neededby each subtreeto reduce the number
of wires required on the chip.
The complexity results are as follows: The complexity is described for a processorwhich has an instruction-set architecture
containing L logical registersand can executen instructions in parallel. The chip provides enough memory bandwidth to executeup
to M(n) memory operations per cycle. (M is assumedto have a
certain regularity property.) In all the processors,the VLSI area
is the square of the wire delay. The Ultrascalar I has gate delay
O(log n) and wire-delay
@(da
7wires=
i

O(fi(L
O(fiL

+ logn))
+ M(n))

1 Introduction
Today’s superscalarprocessorsmust renameregisters,bypassregisters, checkpoint state so that they can recover from speculative
execution, check for dependencies,allocate execution units, and
accessmulti-ported register files. The circuits employed are complex, irregular, and difficult to implement. Furthermore, the delays through many of today’s circuits grow quadratically with issue
width (the maximum number of simultaneously fetched or issued
instructions), and with window size (the maximum number of instructions within the processorcore). It seemslikely that someof
thosecircuits can be redesignedto have at most linear delays,but all
the published circuits are at least quadratic delay [12, 3, 41. Chips
continue to scale in density. For example, Texas Instruments announced recently a 0.07 micrometer processwith plans to produce
processorchips in volume production in 2001 [18]. With billion
transistor chips on the horizon, this scalability barrier appearsto be
one of the most serious obstaclesfor high-performanceuniprocessorsin the next decade.
This papercomparesthree different microarchitecturesthat improve the scalability bounds while extracting the same instruction-level parallelism as today’s superscalars. All three processors renameregisters, issue instructions out of order, speculateon
branches,and effortlessly recoverfrom branch mispredictions. The
three processorsall implement identical instruction sets,with identical scheduling policies. The only differencesbetweenthe processorsare in their VLSI complexities, which include gatedelays,wire
delays, and area, and which have implications therefore on clock
speeds. The regular structure of the processorsnot only makesit
possible to theoretically analyze the VLSI complexity of the processors,but madeit possible for us to quickly implement VLSI layouts to facilitate an empirical comparison.
We analyze the complexity of each processoras a function of
three important parameters.
1. L is the number of logical registers, which is defined by the
instruction-set architecture. L is the number of registersthat

if M(n) is O(nl/‘+),
if M(n) is O(n’j2), and
if M(n) is 0(nli2+‘)
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Figure 1: A linear-gate-delaydatapathfor the Ultrascalar I processor.
the programmersees,which in most modem processorsis
substantially less than the number of real registers that the
processorimplementor employs. A superscalarprocessoroften uses more real registers than logical registers to exploit
more instruction-level parallelism than it could otherwise.

techniquesto move data directly from one instruction to another without using up memory bandwidth. Thus, we express
the memory bandwidth, M(n), as a function of n. We assumethat M(n) is O(n), since it makesno senseto provide
more memory bandwidth than the total instruction issuerate.

2. n is the issue width of the processor. The issue width determines how many instructions can be executedper clock
cycle. This paper doesnot study the effect of increasing the
instruction-fetch width or the window size independently of
the issue width. A simplified explanation of theseterms follows: The instruction-fetch width is the number of instructions that can enter the processorpipeline on every clock cycle, whereasthe issue-width is the number that can leave the
processorpipeline on every cycle. It is reasonableto assume
that the issue width and the instruction-fetch width scaletogether. The window size is the number of instructions that
can be “in flight” between the instruction fetcher and the issue logic. That is, the window size indicates how many instructions have enteredthe processorand are being considered for execution. In most modem processorsthe window
size is an order of magnitudelarger than the issue width. We
do not here considerthe window-size independentlybecause
it makesno difference to the theoretical results. From an empirical point of view, it is doubtlessworth investigating the
impact of changing the window size independently from the
issuewidth. We know how to separatethe two parametersby
issuing instructions to a smaller pool of sharedALUs. Our
ALU scheduling circuitry is describedelsewhere[6] and fits
within the bounds describedhere.
3. M is the bandwidth provided to memory. The idea is that
some programsneed quite a bit of memory bandwidth per
instruction, whereasothers need less. A processormay be
optimized for one caseover another.The memorybandwidth
is naturally viewed asa function of n, since a small processor
that can only execute1 instruction per cycle may needto provide facilities for one memory operation per cycle to achieve
high performance,whereasa larger processorthat can execute 100instructions per cycle may only need 10memoryoperationsper cycle to keepthe sameprogramrunning quickly.
The larger processormay needlessbandwidth per instruction
becauseit has a better chanceto smoothout the memory accessesover time, and becauseit may be able to use caching
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This papercontributes two new architectures,the Ultrascalar II
and a hybrid Ultrascalar, and comparesthem to eachother and to a
third, the Ultrascalar I. We describedthe Ultrascalar I architecture
in [7], but did not analyze its complexity in terms of L. For L
equal to 64 64-bit values, as is found in today’s architectures,the
improvementin layout areais dramatic over the Ultrascalar I.
This paperdoesnot evaluatethe benefits of larger issuewidths,
window sizes, or of providing more logical registers. Somework
has been done showing the advantagesof large-issue-width,largewindow-size, and large-register-file processors. Lam and Wilson
suggestthat ILP of ten to twenty is available with an infinite instruction window and good branch prediction [8]. Patel, Evers and Patt
demonstratesignificant parallelism for a 16-wide machine given a
good tracecache [13]. Patt et al arguethat a window size of 1000’s
is the bestway to uselarge chips [ 141.SteenkisteandHennessy[ 171
conclude that certain compiler optimizations can significantly improve a program’sperformanceif many logical registersare available. And, although the past cannot guaranteethe future, the number of logical registershas been steadily increasing over time. The
amountof parallelism available in a thousand-wideinstruction window with realistic branch prediction and 128logical registersis not
well understoodand is outside the scopeof this paper. Thus, we
are interestedin processorsthat scalewell with the issue width, the
window size, the fetch width, and with an increasing number of
logical registersin the instruction-set architecture.
The rest of this paper describesand comparesour three scalable processordesigns. Section 2 functionally describesthe Ultrascalar I, and analyzes its gate-level complexity. Section 3 provides the VLSI floorplan for the Ultrascalar I and analyzesits area
and wire-length complexity. Section 4 describesthe Ultrascalar II
at gate-level, whereas Section 5 addressesVLSI layout, area,and
wire-lengths. Section 6 shows how to build a hybrid of the Ultrascalar I and Ultrascalar II, and analyzes its complexity. Section 7
comparesthe three processorsboth analytically and empirically by
comparing our VLSI layouts.

2 Ultrascalar I Design
The Ultrascalar I processorachievesscalability with a completely
different microarchitecture than is used by traditional superscalar
processors. Instead of renaming registers and then broadcasting
renamedresults to all outstanding instructions, as today’s superscalarsdo, the Ultrascalar I passesthe entire logical register file,
annotatedwith ready bits, to every outstanding instruction. Later
in this section we shall show how to implement the Ultrascalar I
with only logarithmic gate delays, but for easeof understanding,
we start with an explanation of circuits that have linear gate-delay.
The description given here standson its own, but a more in-depth
description of the Ultrascalar I can be found in [7].
Figure 1 shows the datapathof an Ultrascalar I processorimplemented in linear gate-delay. Eight outstanding instructions are
shown, analogousto an eight-instruction window in today’s superscalars. Each of the eight instructions occupiesone execution stulion. An execution station is responsiblefor decodingandexecuting
an instruction given the data in its register file. At any given time,
one of the stations is marked as being the “oldest”, with younger
stations found to the right of the oldest, and then still younger stations found by wrapping around and progressingleft-to-right from
Station 0. In Figure 1, Station 6 is the oldest. Thus the complete
sequenceof instructions currently in the datapathis:
Instruction Sequence
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Figure 2: An Ultrascalar I execution station.
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Figure 3: Timing diagram showing the relative time during which
eachinstruction in the sequenceexecutes.Arrows indicate true data
dependencies.
is marked modified. But in the caseof the oldest station, all registers are markedmodified. Finally at the end of each clock cycle,
newly computedresults propagatethrough the datapathof Figure 1.
Figure 1 showsa snapshotof someof the valuespassingthrough
the Ultrascalar I datapath. The multiplexer ring at the forefront of
the figure carriesthe latest values of register h!e and their readybits.
The flow of data through the ring, from writers of l& to readers-of
l&, is markedin bold. The current setting of every multiplexer is
indicated by dashedlines. The oldest station, Station 6, has set its
multiplexer select line high, thus inserting the initial value of Re
into the ring. The initial value, equal to IO, is markedready. We
will indicate values that are not ready with a question mark. The
instructions in Stations7 and 4 modify R.Q.At the time of the snapshot, the instruction in Station 7 has not yet computedits result. It
has inserted a low ready bit into the chain instead,informing the instructions in Stations O-4 that the value of RO is not yet ready. The
instruction in Station 4, on the other hand, has already computed
its result. It has set the value of Re to 42 and informed Stations 5
and 6 that Ro is ready. Recall that Station 6 ignores the incoming
information: Since it is the oldest station, it doesnot latch incoming
values into its register file.
Figure 3 illustrates the dynamic behavior of the Ultrascalar
datapath. The figure shows the relative time at which each instruction in our eight-instruction sequencecomputes. We assume
that division takes 10 clock cycles, multiplication 3, and addition
1. Note that the datapathin Figure 1 exploits the sameinstructionlevel parallelism as today’s superscalars.Instructions computeout
of order using renamedregister values. The instruction in Station 4,
for example, computesright away since it is not dependenton any
of the earlier outstanding instructions. In contrast, the earlier instruction in Station 7, which also modifies R,e, does not issue for
ten more clock cycles. This timing diagram is exactly what would

The execution stationscommunicatewith eachother using rings
of multiplexers asillustrated in Figure 1. There are L rings of multiplexers, one for eachlogical registerdefined by the instruction set.
Each multiplexer ring carries the latest value of its logical register
and a ready bit to successiveexecution stations. Any instruction
that modifies the ring’s registerinserts a new value and a new ready
bit into the ring. The ready bit indicates whether or not the instruction has already computed the register’s value. The oldest station
inserts the initial value of every register into eachring.
The execution stations in Figure 1 continually refill with new
instructions. Stations holding finished instructions are reused as
soon as all earlier instructions finish. The station holding the oldest
unfinished instruction becomesthe oldest station on the following
clock cycle.
Figure 2 illustrates the internal structure of each execution station Each station includes its own functional units (ALU), its own
register file, instruction decodelogic, and control logic which is not
shown. The registerfile holds the valuesof all the registersand their
ready bits as written by preceding instructions. The register file is
updatedat the beginning of every clock cycle. Each station, other
than the oldest, latches all of its incoming values and ready bits
into its register file. Next, each station readsits arguments,eachof
which is a value and a ready bit, from the register file. Basedon
the arguments,the ALU computesthe result’s value and ready bit.
Then the station inserts the result into the outgoing register datapath. The rest of the outgoing registersare set from the register file.
The decodelogic generatesa mod@ed bit for every logical register,
indicating wheatherthe station hasmodified the register’svalue and
ready bit. The modified bit is used to control the register’s multiplexer in the datapathof Figure 1. Typically, only the result register
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Figure 4: A logarithmic-gate-delaydatapathfor the Ultrascalar I processor.
be producedin a traditional superscalarprocessorthat has enough
functional units to exploit the parallelism of the codesequence.
The Ultrascalar I datapathdescribedin Figure 1 doesnot scale
well. The datapathcan propagatea newly computedvalue through
the entire ring of multiplexers in a single clock cycle. Each multiplexer has a constantgate delay and the number of multiplexers in
the ring is equal to the number of outstandinginstructions, n. As a
result, the processor’sclock cycle is O(n) gatedelays.
One way to reduce the processor’sasymptotic growth in clock
cycle is by replacing each ring of multiplexers with a cyclic, segmented,parallel-prefix (CSPP)circuit [5]. Figure 4 shows the Ultrascalar I datapathredesignedto use one CSPP circuit for each
logical register. Each parallel prefix circuit has exactly the same
functionality and the same interface as the multiplexer ring that
it has replaced. As in the linear implementation, the cyclic, segmentedparallel prefix circuit at the forefront of Figure 1 carriesthe
latest values of register I&J and their ready bits. The flow of data
through the prefix, from each writer of RO to each reader of &,
is again shown in bold, and multiplexer settings are indicated by
dashedlines. We seethe three current settingsof & (lo,?, and 42)
propagating through the tree, reaching the samestations that they
reachedin Figure 4.
The CSPPcircuit can be understoodas follows. A (noncyclic)
segmentedparallel prefix circuit computes, for each node of the
tree, the accumulativeresult of applying an associativeoperatorto
all the precedingnodesup to and including the nearestnode whose
segmentbit is high. (See[l] for a discussionof parallel prefix and
in particular seeExercise 29.2-8 for segmentedparallel prefix.) In
this instance, the associativeoperator (a 8 b = a) simply passes
earlier values and the segmentbit identifies instructions that insert
new registervaluesinto the parallel prefix. The resulting segmented
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parallel prefix circuit computesfor each station the most recently
modified value of the register. In addition, we have turned each
segmentedparallel prefix circuit into a cyclic, segmentedparallel
prefix (CSPP)circuit by tying together the data lines at the top of
the tree and discarding the top segmentbit. In our CSPPcircuit
the preceding stations wrap around until a station is found that has
modified the register. With CSPPcircuits implementing the datapath, the circuit has gatedelay O(log n).
The Ultrascalar I uses several more CSPP circuits in order to
correctly sequenceinstructions. All of the remaining CSPPcircuits
have the same structure. They all use the l-bit-wide associative
operator a @ b = a A b. Figure 5 illustrates. By having the oldest station raise its segmentbit, this CSPPcircuit can computefor
each station whether all the earlier stations have met a particular
condition. In Figure 5, Station 6 is the oldest and has raisedits segment bit. Stations 61710,1, and 3 have met the condition and have
raised their inputs to the CSPP. The circuit outputs a high to Stations 7,0,1 and 2 informing them that all earlier stationshave met
the condition.
One instanceof the circuit in Figure 5 is usedto computewhich
station is the oldest on every clock cycle. The circuit informs each
station whether all preceding stations have finished their instructions. If a station has not yet finished executing and all preceding
stations have, it becomesthe oldest station on the next clock cycle. If a station has finished executing and so have all the preceding
stations,the station becomesdeallocatedand can be refilled with a
new instruction on the next clock cycle.
Two more instancesof the circuit in Figure 5 serialize memory
accesses.The first circuit informs each station whether all preceding stations have finished storing to memory. The secondwhether
all precedingloads have finished. A station cannotload from mem-
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Figure 5: A l-bit-wide cyclic, segmentedparallel prefix circuit (CSPP)using the associativeoperatora 8 6 =aAb.
ory until all preceding storeshave finished. A station cannot store
to memory until all precedingloads and storeshave finished.
A third instance of the circuit in Figure 5 helps support branch
speculation. The circuit informs each station whether all preceding
stations have confirmed their speculative branchesand committed
to executing. A station cannot modify memory, for example, until
all preceding stationshave committed.
In addition to connecting to the above CSPPcircuits, each station in the Ultrascalar I must somehowconnectto instruction memory and data memory. There are many ways to implement such a
connection. For one, the Ultrascalar I can usethe sameinterfacesas
today’s superscalars.To the memory subsystem,eachstation looks
just like an entry in a wrap-around instruction window of one of today’s processors.Of course,in order to take advantageof our scalable processordatapath, the memory interface also should scale.
We proposeto connect the Ultrascalar I datapathto an interleaved
data cache [7] and to an instruction trace cache [20, 151via two
fat-tree or butterfly networks [lo]. This allows one to choosehow
much bandwidth to implement by adjusting the fatnessof the trees.
The internal structure of the Ultrascalar datapath provides a
mechanismfor fast and graceful recovery from the speculativeexecution of a mispredictedbranch. The proper state of the register
file for execution stations containing mispredicted instructions is
provided by previous execution stationsand the committed register
file. Nothing needsto be done to recoverfrom misprediction except
to fetch new instructions from the correctprogrampath. This is true
for all the Ultrascalar models presentedin this paper.

wire delay and areadependon a particular VLSI layout. In this section, we describea 2-dimensional VLSI layout for the Ultrascalar I
and analyze its asymptotic wire delay and area.
Figure 6 shows the floorplan of a 16-station Ultrascalar I datapath. The 16 execution stations are arrangedin a two-dimensional
matrix and connectedto each other and to memory exclusively via
networks layed out with H-tree layouts. The parallel prefix trees
of Figure 4 and Figure 5 form H-trees of constantbandwidth along
each link. Fat-treesthat interface stations to memory form fat Htrees with bandwidth increasing along each link on the way to the
root. Each node P in Figure 6 consists of one parallel prefix node
from Figure 4 and propagatesthe value of one logical register.Each
node M consistsof one fat-tree node and routes a number of memory accesses. (The three l-bit-wide parallel prefix trees that sequenceinstructions (Figure 5) arenot shown since their areais only
a small constantfactor, typically a hundredth or less, of the the area
takenup by the register-propagatingparallel prefixes.)
To determine the area and wire delays, we start by determining the side length of an n-station Ultrascalar I layout, X(n). The
sidelength, X(n), is equal to twice the sidelength of an n/4-wide
Ultrascalar,X(n/4), plus the width of the wires andnodesconnecting the four n/4-wide Ultrascalars. Connecting the registers,there
are O(L) wires and O(L) prefix nodesof constant side-length. In
addition, there are @(M(n)) wires and one fat tree node used to
provide memorybandwidth out of a subtreeof n execution stations.
The fat tree node’s sidelength is proportional to its bandwidth and
therefore @(M(n)). In the basecase,a l-station-wide Ultrascalar
has width O(L). Thus we have the following recurrence:

3 Ultrascalar I Floorplan and Analysis

Q(L) + @(M(n))

While the previous section has describedthe Ultrascalar I datapath
and analyzed its asymptotic gate delay, it has not addressedthe
datapath’swire delay or area. This is because,unlike gate delay,
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+ 2X(n/4)

if n > 1,
otherwise.

X(n)

datapathsignal goesup the tree, and then down (it doesnot go up,
then down, then up, then down, for example.) Thus, the longest
datapathsignal is 2W(n).
The wire length, W(n), is the sum of
l
the distance from the edge of the Ultrascalar to the central block containing the parallel prefix switches (distance
X(n/4)), plus
l
the distance through the central block (which is O(L) +
@(M(n)) on a side), plus
l
the distance from the root of an n/2-w& Ultrascalar to its
leaves(distanceW(n/2)).
Thus we have the following recurrencefor W(n):

@W(n))
O(L)

X(44)

-

-

-VM

X(n/4)

+ O(L + M(n))

+ W(n/2)

if n > 1,
otherwise.

This recurrencehas solution
W(n) = @(X(n)).

That is, the wire lengths are the sameasthe side lengths of the chip
to within a constantfactor. Again, if L is viewed as a constant,and
if one assumesthat on any processorthe far comersof the chip must
communicate,then this wire length is optimal or near-optimal.
It is better to not view the number of logical registers, L, as
a constant, however. Historically, the number of logical registers specified by an instruction set architecturehas increasedwith
each new generation of architectures,from instruction setswith a
single accumulator register [19] to modem RISC instruction sets
with 64 64-bit-wide registers, such as the Digital/Compaq Alpha
procesor[l6]. It is widely believed that to exploit more parallelism
requires more logical registers,as well as more physical registers.
If we do treat L asa constant,then it is a huge constant.Today’s
processorstypically have64 or more 32-bit or 64-bit registers.Even
a small processorwith 32 32-bit registerswould have 1024wires in
eachdirection along every edgeof the tree. For a 64 64-bit register
Ultrascalar I, eachnode of our H-tree floorplan would require area
comparableto the entire areaof one of today’s processors!

Figure 6: A floorplan of a 16-instruction Ultrascalar I with full
memorybandwidth.
This recurrencehas solution
@C&L)
0(&L

X(n) =

+ log n))

if M(n) = O(n’/2-8)
[Casel]
for E > 0,
if M(n) = O(n’/‘),
[Case 21

0(&L

I

+ M(n))

4 Ultrascalar II Design

if M(n) = Sl(nl”+‘)
[Case 31
for E > 0.

We have designedthe Ultrascalar II which avoids many of the inefficiencies associatedwith passing all L logical registersto every
execution station. The Ultrascalar II passesonly the argumentand
result registersto and from eachexecution station. This sectiondescribesand analyzesthe Ultrascalar II processorat gate-level. The
next section examines the VLSI layout of the Ultra.scalarII. We
startout by describing a simplified Ultrascalar II with relatively few
instructions that doesnot wrap around. After describing the basic
idea, we show how to use a mesh-of-treesto reducethe gate-delays
from linear-time to log-time.
Figure 7 showsthe design of a 4-instruction UltrascalarII datapath. For simplicity, the design assumesan instruction set architecture with only four logical registers. The design also assumesthat
each instruction in the instruction set reads at most two registers
and writes at most one. The datapathconsistsof a register file that
holds the initial value of each register, a sequenceof four instructions storedin four stations from left to right, a grid-like network,
and a memory switch. The grid-like network routes argumentsto
each station and computesthe final value of eachregister. On every clock cycle, stations with ready argumentscomputeand newly
computed results propagatethrough the network. Eventually, all
stationsfinish computing and the final values of all the registersare
ready. At that time, the final values (upper right comer) are latched

(We assumefor Case3 that M meetsa certain “regularity” requirement, namely that M(n/4) 5 CM(n)/2 for some c and for all
sufficiently large n. See[l] for techniquesto solve theserecurence
relations and for a full discussionof the requirementson M.)
The chip areais simply the squareof X(n). If L is viewed as a
constant,then in two-dimensional VLSI technology the bounds for
Cases1 and 3 are optimal; and the bound for Case2 is optimal to
within a factor of log n (i.e., it is near optimal.) Case1 is optimal
becauseto lay out n executions stationswill require a chip that is
s2(fi) on a side. Case2 is similar to Case 1. Case3 is optimal
becauseto provide external memory bandwidth of M(n) requires
a side length of R(M(n)).
Next we computethe wire-delays (or speed-of-light delays) of
the Ultrascalar I. Wire delay can be madelinear in wire length by
inserting repeaterbuffers at appropriateintervals [2]. Thus we use
the termswire delay and wire length interchangeablyhere.
Given the size of the bounding box for an Ultrascalar I, we can
compute the longest wire distancesand consequently the longest
wire delays as follows. Weobservethat the total length of the wires
from the root to an execution station is independentof which execution station we consider. Let II’(n) be the wire length from the
root to a leaf of an n-wide Ultrascalar I. We observe that every
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Figure 7: The register datapathand floorplan of the Ultrascalar II.
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Figure 8: An Ultrascalar II datapathwith four instructions per cluster and four logical registers. The datapathhas been reimplementedwith
fan-out treesand parallel prefix circuits in order to reducethe gatedelay to O(log(a + L)).
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into the register file (lower left comer). The stationsrefill with new
instructions, and computationresumes.The memory switch will be
discussedin Section 5.
Each execution station sendsthe numbersof the two registersit
needsdownward. Each execution station sendsrightward the number of the register to which it writes. At eachcross-point,the register numbersare comparedto determineif a particular row provides
the value being requestedby the station in a particular column. The
value from the highest such matching row is propagatedupward to
the requestingstation.
Thus, the Ultrascalar II network shown in Figure 7 consistsof
columns of comparatorsand multiplexers. Each column searches
through rows of register bindings (number, value, and ready bit)
for the nearestmatching register number. The value and the ready
bit of the nearest match propagateback up the column. For example, the left column of Station 3, searchesfor the argumentR2.
The path followed by the Register 2 data is shown in bold. The
very first comparisonin the column succeedsbecausethe instruction in Station 2 writes R2. Since Station 2 hasfinished computing,
the column returns the value 9 and a high ready bit. Note that the
column ignores the earlier, unfinished write to R2 by Station 0; allowing Station 3 to issue out of order. Also shown in bold is the
path that the Register 1 data follows to get from Station 1 to Station 3. Note that the result from Station 1 also propagatesto the
Rl column of the outgoing register values (but the figure doesnot
show the path in bold.) Similarly, the data coming out of the right
of Station 3 movesto the rightmost column, where it is muxed and
producedas an outgoing register value.
The datapathin Figure 7 has linear asymptoticgatedelay. During eachclock cycle, the column of the last station serially searches
for the station’s argumentamongall the precedinginstructions’ results and all the initial register values. As a result, the clock period
grows as O(n + L) (where, again, n is the number of outstanding instructions and L is the number of logical registers.) The gate
delay can be reducedto logarithmic from linear by converting the
Ultrascalar II network into a mesh-of-treesnetwork. (For a discussion of mesh-of-treeslayouts, see [9].) Instead of broadcasting
register numbers,values, and ready bits horizontally to as many as
2n + L - 2 columns, we fan them out through a tree of buffers
(i.e., one-input gatesthat compute the identity.) Similarly, instead
of broadcastingeach argument’sregister number downward to as
many as n + L - 1 comparatorsin its column, we fan out the request through a tree of buffers. Once all values have fanned out in
O(log(L + n)) gatedelay, eachcomparatorcarriesout its comparison in additional C(log log L) gatedelay. Finally, we replaceeach
column of multiplexers by a (noncyclic) segmentedparallel prefix
circuit with the associativeoperator a @ b = a, with the result of
each comparison serving as the segmentbit, and with the fanned
out register value and ready bit serving as the input. Each parallel
prefix tree returns the most recent value and ready bit of its column’s registerat the root in an additional C(log(n+L)) gatedelay.
(The tree circuits usedhere are more properly referred to asreduction circuits rather than parallel-prefix circuits.) Figure 8 showsour
original linear-gate-delaydatapathconvertedto a logarithmic-gatedelay datapath.The nodesof the prefix treeshavebeenmarkedwith
a P, the nodesof the fan-out treeswith an F.
While the register datapathof the Ultrascalar II is very different from the Ultrascalar I’s, the two processorshave somecommon
ground. Just like the Ultrascalar I, the Ultrascalar II connectsstations to memory by fat treesand enforcesinstruction dependencies
using severalinstancesof the CSPPcircuit from Figure 5. Both processorsrenameregisters,forward new results in one clock cycle, issue instructions out of order, and revert from branch misprediction
in one clock cycle. The Ultrascalar II as describedis less efficient
than the UltrascalarI becauseits datapathdoesnot wrap around. As
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a result, stations idle waiting for everyone to finish before refilling.
The Ultrascalar II can easily be modified to handle wrap-around,
but it makesthe explanation needlessly complex without improving the asymptotics.Furthermore,it appearsto cost nearly a factor
of two in area to implement the wrap-around mechanism. In addition, as we shall see,the Ultrascalar II without wraparoundis a
useful componentin the hybrid processor.

5 Ultrascalar II Floorplan and Analysis
The previous section has describedthe Ultrascalar II datapathand
analyzed its asymptotic gate delay. This section provides a layout
and analyzesthe wire delay and area.
The side length of the Ultrascalar II is straightforward to compute. Figure 7 shows our floorplan of the linear-gate-delayUltrascalar II. The execution stations and the register datapathare layed
out just as was shown in Figure 7. That is, the execution stations
are layed out along a diagonal, with the register datapathlayed
out in the triangle below the diagonal. The memory switches are
placed in the spaceabovethe diagonal. Since M(n) = O(n) in all
cases,there is always spacein the upper-triangle for all the memory
switches with at worst a constant blowup in area. Thus, the entire
Ultrascalar II can be layed out in a box with side-length O(n + L).
Note, however, that if the tree-of-meshesimplementation is
used to reduce the number of gate delays, then the side length increasesto O((n + L) log(n + L)). One can usea mixed strategyin
which one replacesthe part of each tree near the root with a lineartime prefix circuit. This works well in practice becauseat some
point the wire-lengths near the root of the tree becomeso long that
the wire-delay is comparableto a gate delay. At that point, there
is no asymptotic penalty for increasing the number of gatedelays.
This scheme’sasymptotic results are exactly the sameas for the
linear-time circuit (the wire delays, gatedelays, and side length are
all n) with greatly improved constant factors. (In our VLSI implementation, we found that there was enough spacein our UltrascalarII datapathto implement aboutthreelevels of the treewithout
impacting the total layout area,since the gateswere dominating the
area.)

6 Ultrascalar Hybrid
Our third processor is a hybrid of the Ultrascalar I and UltrascalarII. The hybrid obtains the advantagesof the UltrascalarII for
small processorsand the advantagesof the Ultrascalar I for large
processors. The processoris divided into clusters, each containing C stations. The cluster is implementedusing the Ultrascalar II
datapath,and then the clusters are connectedtogetherusing the UltrascalarI datapath.Throughout this section, we will usethe lineargate-delaygrid-like datapathof Figure 7. The results easily extend
to the log-depth tree-of-meshesdatapathof Figure 8.
Figure 10 shows the floorplan of a 32-instruction hybrid Ultrascalar processor(n = 32) with full memory bandwidth (M(n) =
o(n).) The processorimplementsan instruction set with eight logical registers (L = 8.) The floorplan contains four clusters, each
containing 8 stations(C = 8). Thus, eachcluster is an g-instruction
Ultrascalar II. As we shall see,it is not a coincidence that C = L.
The four clusters are connectedtogether via an Ultrascalar I datapath. In order to present the correct interface to the Ultrascalar I
datapath,each Ultrascalar II cluster has been slightly expandedto
generatemodified bits, asshown in Figure 9. Each cluster now generatesa modified bit for eachlogical register using either a seriesof
OR gatesor a tree of OR gates.

Switch-

Figure 9: The cluster for the Hybrid Ultrascalar. The Hybrid Ultrascalarcluster includes OR gatesto generatemodified bits, whereasFigure 7
shows an Ultrascalar II cluster which has no modified bits. This figure shows a cluster of size 4 instead of size 8 so that the circuitry can be
more easily seen.
lXvo instructions communicatetheir results, one to the other, as
follows. If the two instructions happen to be placed in the same
cluster, then they use the grid-like Ultrascalar II datapath.The two
instructions may not always end up in the samecluster. If there
are more than 6 instructions in the dynamic sequencebetween the
two communicating instructions, then it must be the casethat the
two instructions are placed in different clusters. Even if one of the
instructions immediately follows the other, they can be placed in
different clusters. For example, the first instruction may be placed
in Station 7 of Cluster 0, and the next instruction may be placed in
Station 0 of Cluster 1. In this case,the datafrom the first instruction
travels to the outgoing registervalues via the grid-like datapath,and
then it travels through the tree-like UltrascalarI datapathto get from
Cluster 0 to Cluster 1, and then it travels through Cluster l’s gridlike datapathto get to its destination.
From the viewpoint of the Ultrascalar I part of the datapath,a
single cluster behavesjust like a subtreeof 8 stations in the ordinary Ultrascalar I circuit. The cluster executesup to 8 contiguous
instructions in parallel, and producesup to 8 new values with the
modified bits set. Alternatively, we can view a cluster as taking on
the role of a single “super” execution station that is responsiblefor
running 8 instructions insteadof only one. In this view, eachcluster
behavesjust like an execution station in the Ultrascalar I. Just like
in the Ultrascalar I, exactly one cluster is the oldest on any clock
cycle, and the commited register file is kept in the oldest cluster.
This works by having all clustersother than the oldest latch incoming registersinto their register files, while the oldest cluster inserts
the initial register file into the datapath. As before, newly written
results propagateto all readersin one clock cycle.
The hybrid can be analyzed as follows. For the hybrid processor, containing C execution stations and implemented with linear
gate delay, it will turn out that the optimum value of C is about
equal to L. The side-length of a n-wide hybrid processor,U(n), is
expressedby a recurrencethat is similar to the Ultrascalar I recur-

U(n)

Register
Datapath

Memory

Datapath

Figure 10: The floorplan of our Hybrid Ultrascalar with four clusters of eight instructions each,and with full memory bandwidth.
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rence:
U(n) =

O(n + L)
1 O(L + M(n)) + 2U(n/4)

ifn 5 C,
if 721 C.

For n 2 C, this recurrencehas solution
U(n) = 0 (M(n) + LG

+ AZ)

To find the value of C that minimizes U(n), one can differentiate
and solve for dU/dC(n) = 0, to conclude that the side-length is
minimized when C = O(L). (Thus, our decision to set the cluster side-length to L in our implementation is close to the optimal
cluster size.) When C = O(L) we have
U(n) = @(M(n) + AZ).
This is optimal as a function of M and existentially tight asa function of n and L. (There are casesof n and L for which it can be
proved that the side length must be 0(-.)
It seemslikely that
this bound is universally tight, but we have not proved it.) It is
straightforward to implement and analyze a hybrid using clusters
that have only logarithmic delays.

7

Analytical and Empirical Comparison

Here we presentboth an analysis and an empircial study comparing
the complexity of the three processors.
Figure 11 shows a summary of the results for the various processors. The analysis shows that the hybrid dominates the other
processors.The Ultrascalar I and Ultrascalar II are incomparable,
each beating the other in certain cases. For example, for smaller
processors(n < O(L2)) the Ultrascalar II dominates the Ultrascalar I by a factor of @(L/,/ii), but for larger processorsthe Ultrascalar1dominatesthe Ultrascalar II. In fact, for large processors
(n = R(L)) with low memory bandwidths (M(n) = O(n1/2-s))
the Ultrascalar 1 wire delays beat the Ultrascalar II by a factor of
&i/L, and the hybrid beatsthe Ultrascalar I by an additional factor of a.
Our analytical results show that memory bandwidth is the dominating factor in the design of large-scaleprocessors.If processors
require memorybandwidth linear in the number of outstanding instructions (M(n) = O(n)), the wire delays must also grow linearly. In this case,all three processorsare asymptotically the same.
Memory bandwidth does not even have to grow linearly to cause
problems, however. If it grows as slowly as R(n’/’ + E), it can
dominate the design. One way to reduce the bandwidth requirements may be to use a cache distributed among the clusters. The
memorybandwidth pressurecan also be reducedby using memoryrenaming hardware,which can be implementedby CSPPcircuits.
With the right caching andrenamingprotocols,it is conceivablethat
a processorcould require substantially reducedmemorybandwidth,
resulting in dramatically reducedchip complexity.
How does the Ultrascalar scale in three dimensions? It depends on what is meant by “three-dimensions”. For a twodimensional chip packaging technology in which there are pads
spreadthroughout the chip, but in which the chip is packagedon
a two-dimensional board, the bounds are essentially unchanged.In
this situation, the pins are more like inter-layer vias rather than a
true three dimensional technology.
In a true three-dimensionalpackaging technology, the number
of wires stackedin the third dimension is comparableto the number
of wires in the other dimensions. Three-dimensional technology
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has beenused at the board level (daughterboardsare placedon the
motherboardsof many computer systems).
In a true three-dimensional packaging technology the Ultrascalarbounds do improve because,intuitively, there is more space
in three dimensions than in two. The recurrencerelations are similar to the ones above,and they can be similarly solved. An Ultrascalar I with small memory bandwidth can be layed out in volume
nL312 with wire lengths n1/3L’/2, whereaslarge memory bandwidth (M(n) = fi(r~~/~+’ )) requires requires an additional volume of @((M(n))3/2). This can be understoodat an intuitive level
by noting that for large memory bandwidth, the surfaceareaof the
bounding box for n stationsmust have areaat least 0(&‘(n)), and
hencethe side length must be fi((M(n))‘/“).
The UltrascalarII requiresvolume only O(n2 +L2) whetherthe
linear-depth or log-depth circuits are used, whereasin two dimensions an extra log n areais required to achievelog-depth circuits.
For the hybrid, in systemswith small memory bandwidth, the
optimal cluster size is G(L314), as comparedto O(L) in two dimensions. The total volume of the hybrid is O(nL3j4), as comparedto an areaof O(nL) in two dimensions.
To study the empirical complexity of this processor,our researchgroup implemented VLSI layouts of the Ultrascalar I, the
Ultrascalar II, and the hybrid register datapathsusing the Magic
design tools [ 111.Our layouts for varying numbersof outstanding
instructions confirm the scaling properties of the various processors. Moreover, the layouts demonstratethe practical advantagesof
the hybrid for foreseeablevalues of n and L.
We have chosen to implement a very simple RISC instruction
set architecture. Our architecture contains 32 32-bit logical registers. It doesnot implement floating point operations.Each instruction in the architecture reads at most two registers and writes at
most one.
In order to generateprocessorVLSI layouts in an academicsetting, we had to optimize for speedof design. Insteadof designing
at transistor-level,we basedour designson a library of CMOS standard cells that we wrote. Thus the transistorshave not been ideally
sized for their respectivejobs. For the most part, we did not worry
about the optimal size of our gates or the thickness of our wires
since these factors are comparablein the two designs. Our academic design tools also limited us to only three metal layers. As
a result, we believe that a team of industrial engineerscould significantly reduce the size of our layouts. The relative sizes of the
layouts should not changemuch, however.
Figure 12 shows register datapath layouts of the two processors and their relative size. The layouts implement communication amonginstructions; they do not implement communicationto
memory. Figure 12(a) shows a 64-instruction-wide Ultrascalar I
register datapathcorresponding in functionality to Figure 4. Figure 12(b) showsa 128-instruction-wide 4-cluster hybrid Ultrascalar
register datapath. Both processorsuse the sameALUs. The same
H-tree interconnect that connects execution stations in the UltrascalarI also connectsclusters in the hybrid.
Both layouts are implemented in a 0.35 micrometer CMOS
technology with three layers of metal. (Today’s real 0.35 micrometer technologies typically have more than three layers of metal.)
The Ultrascalar I datapath includes 64 processorsin an area of
7 cm x 7 cm, which is 13,000processorsper squaremeter.The hybrid datapathincludes 128processorsin an areaof 3.2 cm x 2.7 cm,
which is 150,000 processorsper square meter (about 11.5 times
denser.)
The details of the hybrid datapathas implementedwith Magic
differ somewhatfrom the floorplan shown in Figure 10. A large
fraction of the areaof a cluster shown in Figure 10 is usedto move
the incoming registersto the sameedgeof the cluster as the outgo-
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Figure 11: A comparisonof the results for the various processors.
ing registers.In our Magic layout we usedadditional metal layers to
route the wires for the incoming registersover the datapathinstead,
saving that area. We also did not lay out the memory datapath,
however we left spacein the design for a small datapathof size
M(n) = 0( 1). In addition, the ALUs do not fit along the diagonal
astightly as shownin the floorplan. Weplacedthe 32 ALUs of each
cluster in 4 columns of 8 ALUs each,arrayedoff the diagonal.
One way to improve the overall performanceof all the processors is to change the timing methodology. We described, in this
paper,processorsthat use a global single-phaseclock with all communicationsbetweencomponentsbeing completedin one clock cycle. For each of the three processors,it is possible to pipeline the
system,however, so that the long communicationspaths would include latches. Taking this idea to an extreme, all three processors
could be operatedin a self-timed fashion. Understandingthe overall performanceimprovementof such schemeswill require detailed
performancesimulations, since someoperations,but not all, would
then run much faster.A back-of-theenvelopecalculation is promising however: Half of the communicationspathsfrom one station to
its successorare completely local. In such a processor,a program
could run faster if most of its instructions dependon their immediate predecessorsrather than on far-previous instructions.
The Ultrascalar ideas could be realizable in a few years. To
makethis happen,more effort needsto be spentto reducethe various constantfactors in the design. For example,in the designspresentedhere, the ALU is replicated n times for an n-issue processor.
In practice, ALUs can be effectively shared (especially floatingpoint ALUs), reducing the chip area further. We have shown how
to implement efficient scheduling logic for a superscalarprocessor
that sharesALUs [6]. We believe that in a 0.1 micrometer CMOS
technology, a hybrid Ultrascalar with a window-size of 128 and 16
shared ALUs (with floating-point) should fit easily within a chip
1 cm on a side.

and arguedthat we should treat the number of logical registersas
a scaling parameter.Yale graduatestudent Vinod Viswanath layed
out the Ultrascalar I datapathin VLSI.
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